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The use of light, portable devices such as iPads whose reading angle is readily changed is radically dierent to reading on a desktop
or laptop. However, it would be naive to view this as mere evolution.
Rather, such devices permit reading activity to more closely mirror paper. A light, keyboardless device can be used in many dierent locations
and orientations. This paper reports an infrastructure for supporting
reading on multiple slate devices using a single cloud-based system to
provide for numerous congurations.
Keywords: Slate PCs, Collaboration, Digital Reading, Annotation
Abstract.
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Introduction

The central role of slate PC devices such as the iPad is media consumption,
including the reading of electronic books. Supercially, this simply transfers existing software from the desktop (or laptop) PC onto a new form factor. Apps such
as GoodReader and iAnnotate primarily replicate the interaction design found in
Adobe Acrobat and other desktop document reading applications. In this paper,
we introduce a basic infrastructure, CloudBooks, that supports multiple reading
devices (primarily, slate PCs), which may be connected in co-located or remote,
synchronous or ascynchronous, single- or multi-user congurations.
By placing key features in a network-based `cloud' infrastructure, the CloudBooks services become ubiquitous: e.g., mark-up can be transferred and communicated quickly between multiple devices. Previous systems such as Polar [4]
and DiLAS [1] have demonstrated the viability of providing an extensive annotation function which established the value of providing an external service that
integrates with a central DL server. There is, in short, an established corpus for
separating annotations from the document itself, using some form of continuous
annotation service, that serves as a repository for the notes applied to documents
by the library's users. CloudBooks builds on these existing principles and adapts
them to a user's own, informal collection rather than a DL.
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CloudBooks Architecture

The general CloudBooks Architecture is shown in Fig 1a. On the left appears
a single iPad (or slate) device; further devices are depicted on the right. In the
centre appears the CloudBooks server, and its associated components.
To connect to the server, an iPad must rst register with the message router
component using its IP address as an identier. The message router is later used
to forward messages received from one device to another. Each registered device
belongs to one (or more) groups, and a message is normally forwarded through

the message router to all members of the group. To take a concrete example,
when a device wishes to send an event to its group, it rst forwards an XML
message to the router 1 ; the router sends a response to conrm its receipt of the
message 2 and immediately forwards the message to the other members of the
group 3 , which also send acknowledgements of receipt 4 . Optionally, messages
can be saved to the log service 5 and its database 6 .
The communication support provided by the message router provides no
long-term storage, and simply provides the same messaging capability as the
Greenstone Alerting Service [3]. CloudBooks can store contextual data using its
logging components (centre, middle and bottom). This can be achieved through
5

the log service (steps

and

6 ). This service can also be used directly

7;

either to retrieve content or history (Fig 1a), or for logging. When contextual
information from the log service is needed, a request can be sent 7 , requesting
6 and retrieving 8 content that is then returned to the client 9 .
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Figure 1: CloudBooks and gsBooks Architectures
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Reading in a Group: Multiple Devices, Multiple Users

The act of reading is typically solitary, e.g., reading a newspaper. However,
there are occasions where reading is performed interactively in groups, e.g., in
study groups, where there are several ways of reading a document: single paper
copy, multiple paper copies, single computer, multiple computers, single large
display. Each method has its own strengths and weaknesses [2]. Paper is easily
manipulated and does little to impede interaction between people; readers can
sit wherever there is space without technological constraints. A single paper copy
of a document (or indeed a single computer) can cause space and `group leader'
problems whereas multiple paper copies can be tricky to reference.
To better support collaborative reading, we have implemented gsBooks; a
system that makes use of multiple iPads to facilitate real-time communication
between multiple users. The device's form factor allows users to sit around the
same desk while also giving them a personal document view. The iPad's WiFi
allows users to contribute easily via real-time changes to all iPads in the group.
This not only facilitates simultaneous annotation between group members, but
also raises user awareness of the notes made within the session. It supports both
local and remote collaboration via our cloudbased infrastructure.

(a) gsBooks Interface

(b) gsBooks Collaboration
Figure 2: gsBooks

The gsBooks architecture is shown in Fig 1b. To connect to a group, a client
iPad sends an XML join request
allocating a unique colour

1 . CloudBooks then registers the user

2:

1 to the client, and adds the client IP address and

nickname to the active client list. Following a successful join, the server then
distributes a join conrmation back to the client 3 and then to all other clients
within the group 4 . When an action (see below) is made by a client, it sends
a new XML `action' to CloudBooks. The server updates its own list of the
annotations on the document before distributing the change to all active clients.
By keeping its own complete copy of the annotations, CloudBooks can supply
new or returning clients with a complete history of the document.
The gsBooks system supports three main document activities: annotation,
bookmarking which are permanent user notes, and `point outs' which are temporary markers that coordinate the reading of group members. When reading
in a group, users need to indicate content to other members, e.g.,look at this
gure on the right of page 45. When working on a single document this process
is straightforward: the user can physically point to the section. This problem
is more dicult when each user has their own copy of the text, particularly if
there are many users or if group members are sitting far apart. To aid in this
process then, we have implemented the `look at this queue' (shown in Fig 2a
on the left of the screen): a tool that allows users to quickly point out specic
sections of the working document. When a point out is made, a new entry which
includes the nickname and colour of it's creator, is added to the top of every
group member's look at this queue. Clicking on this entry then takes the user
directly to the page and points out the exact area the point out was made.
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Reading Alone: Multiple Devices, One User

Cloudbooks can also capture reading behaviours over a signicant span of time,
so a user's reading history is enriched by recording details of what was read on
dierent devices or locations. We have developed a variant of gsBooks, called
xBooks, that captures details of a reader's history (e.g., when a document was
opened) which provides a unied log of the user's reading behaviour. If such a log

1

For consistency, users that disconnect from the working group, then later re-connect
will be assigned their original colour

is maintained on a single device, then under most circumstances that information
cannot be retrieved remotely. However, a variety of options are made available
when using CloudBooks. One conguration stores a log of the reading on each
copy of xBooks within the CloudBooks service. A user can then query what they
read, or when they read it. Adding contextual information such as GPS (when
available) can permit location to be inferred from that data. Hence, one can (at
least approximately) retrieve what one read at a given place.
The rst prototype for single users provides the ability to distribute reading
histories across multiple devices, building on the basic conguration just described. This prototype mirrors the functionality available of the Kindle - i.e.,
reading history across

all

reading devices are synced. However, unlike the func-

tionality provided by Amazon, we support both local and global histories. A user
can search against their history using the location, device, time or title.
The second prototype uses CloudBooks to control the view presented on
multiple iPads via a single document reader interface. The iPad views can thus
be used as a supplementary space for the main document reader, without the
user having to control its display directly through their individual displays. This
localised remote control allows for a user to, ultimately, place reading displays
around their environment (as an academic may do in their oce) and read from
multiple sources as they compose a document. The user controls the secondary
displays through a widget that then passes a message through CloudBooks to the
paired reader devices. The copy of xBooks running on the reader then adjusts
its display (e.g., turning a page) in response to the received message.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents CloudBooks;an architecture for reading from multiple slate
PC devices. We have described systems for reading with multiple users on multiple devices in a collaborative environment, and provided support for single
users allowing multiple displays to be co-ordinated through one document reader interface. The current data-model of Cloudbooks encapsulates support for
location-aware and context-aware computing, allowing users to query

where

they

read a text, or, conversely, what they did read in a particular time or place.
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